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am using tomahawk p:inputText. I have the query string. I am not sure how to get it and pass it to my view? A: I

am not sure how to get it and pass it to my view? Assuming that you're talking about the query string of the current
page, that should be available as follows: #{request.queryString} which will be set by a real browser by default. If

you're talking about the query string of a "previous page", you can capture it programmatically using the
ExternalContext#getQueryString() method: #{externalContext.getQueryString()} If you're talking about

submitting a form, you could first capture the incoming request, and then extract the desired query string from it
using the following EL expression: #{form.value['queryString']} Science Says Don't Panic When the Lights Go

Out After the lights go out and you start to hear occasional but increasingly loud "blats" and "cackles," don't panic.
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They're not explosions. They're bat calls, as you may have guessed, by a species that lives under the bed. You
might even want to give it a name. The blats sound like the whines of a jet engine that's slowing down. A couple of

years ago the blats started to sound like the cracking of tree branches in a forest fire, and the cackles like a
stampede of cattle through a wooded area. These calls are from the furry-tailed tree-dwelling bat of the Pacific
Northwest. The bats are nocturnal and make their calls using the echolocation system of a sonar jammer. These

bats have good eyesight, though, so they can see their prey and navigate by day. Biologists 3e33713323
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